
10061: "portraits taken during a small art fair in stockholm with all non-profit 

gallery organizers with whom i have socialized while walking with a mask during a 

performance and meeting a kind of cool jewish musician with his own pavilion as 

well as some chinese tourist girls with whom i tried to talk chinese and then 

meeting a really perverted woman from chicago who was really keen to invite me out 

and finally a strange couple operating in the island of gotland who wanted me to 

try to drink some polluted water for an art project"

13089: "videos shot for the great part in sweden with the coming of the good 

weather walking both with august but also with myrthe coming over and exploring 

with me a small lime stone island and the cute city of trosa but also very much 

stockholm and the surroundings also explored with august walking around a lake to 

the  botanic  garden  and  discovering  new  places  by  biking  to  the  department 

conference and stopping at several locations to film till finally going to the 

netherlands and also there filming new places by reaching them by bike such as on 

a journey to culemborg"

16066: "a rather coldish summer with a nice beginning of the month canoing around 

the biesbosch with myrthe but then experiencing cold and rainy weather back in 

utrecht to then go shortly to sweden to pick up august and find an amazing sunny 

weather there and later going to italy and enjoying some nice weather and allot of 

rain during my friend alessandro's wedding but also quite some sun and heat on the 

beach with a few days of rain and storm like when visiting the ancient roman city 

of aquileia but also when visiting ravenna with myrthe to at last get a proper 

heat particularly back in sweden"

18062: "a month with relatively little wind yet started with some wind while in the 

netherlands going to an outdoor theater performance and then mostly wind when in 

italy on a beach particularly in the afternoons looking at the building up of 

clouds in the alps and particularly some strong wind with the coming of the quick 

summer storms to otherwise experience little or no wind"

05065: "a lot of summer walking at first with myrthe in utrecht reaching small 

villages by bike and then taking a walk there before going to northern italy with 

her and august and reaching nice town like feltre where we also attempted to hike 

up a mountain and later walking in vicenza and even in the countryside place of my 

old art history professor nearby venice prior going to the sea side and taking a 

long walk there going across the pineta and back on the beach and at last visiting 

the aquileia walking with myrthe and august along the roman ruins of the harbour 

and later visiting the beautiful city of grado spending later a weekend exploring 

ravenna and mantua despite the rain"

12087: "month of news read while on the road particularly in italy reading many 

news in the newspaper or on myrthe's phone and finding very catastrophic events 

relating to airplanes like a tourist airplanes with many dutch people being shot 

down in ukraine and allot of air strikes killing hundreds in the gaza strip aside



for minor terrorist attack occurring in the middle east but also terrestrial 

accidents with deadly bus crashes in asia"

01127: "a month started in the netherland still working quite hard on my project 

following up to myrthe's working rhythm and thus working much on my computer but 

also  taking  breaks  and  going  camping  with  a  canoe  but  particularly  doing 

activities related to biking and then going to my parents' summer place in italy 

and there doing consistently many activities relating to the beach such as putting 

sun cream or playing beach ball or simply ball with august and myrthe or putting 

my new sunglasses on and drinking from plastic bottles but also doing quite some 

cooking in the unusual bad weather and taking small breaks by car to explore a bit 

of historical places and being quite active documenting them despite having to pay 

some attention to august and myrthe and at last being robbed of both my smart 

phone and laptop thus depriving me of the possibility to update my project in the 

last days of vacation"

03069: "an intense period of songs first heard while driving with myrthe out in an 

island with a rented car then heard at the boy scouts camp with august where i felt 

a bit emotional about hearing the songs form his childhood and then also going 

to the netherlands and hearing songs there from myrthe and also at the 

concert we went together aside from again hearing the songs played by the utrecht 

bell tower and those sang by the dutch football fans during the world cup as well 

as some songs heard on a beach in a natural reserve reached with myrthe on a canoe 

to then going to italy with august and hearing songs from the radio also in bars 

and latter from francesco's daughter gemma and at alessandro's wedding and finally 

at the beach at my parents' place hearings songs both from myrthe and from various 

shops and places"

13090: "films shot from the beginning in the netherlands reaching different small 

towns around utrecht and even exploring a national park on a canoe before going 

with myrthe and august to italy and traveling to different towns like feltre and 

exploring also a bit of nature there before going to vicenza and filming the usual 

environments and then going to the sea side at my parents only seldom filming 

beside some nice explorations of the nearby roman cities of aquileia and grado and 

later going with myrthe to explore ravenna and mantua really now concentrating on 

filming public spaces after my laptop was stolen with all the films i made about 

the making of my project during the vacation"

02125: "a month with rather regular amount of dreams in the first place showing how 

bad i felt to be without august on vacation but then also showing my worries about 

loosing flights as well as reflecting all the driving we did in italy alone and 

with my parents as well as the different apartments we have rented in the 

different historical cities which has also played an influence in my dreams as 

well as the fact that my laptop was stolen and i used my phone to typed for some 

type together with the expectation soon to receive an italian student who will be 

living in my apartment for half a year"



15055: "a quite clean month aside from being in italian cities like first walking 

in udine and then biking to the rather big sea side resort of bibbione meeting all 

the tourist traffic but particularly getting allot of traffic pollution driving to 

the  ugly  industrial  area  of  the  city  of  padua  where  my  uncle  has  a  little 

warehouse and otherwise inhaling clean air while at the sea side and not so much 

bad air traveling by airplane back to sweden where however i still smell the 

traffic outside while leaving the windows open because of the heat"

04055: "a quite stable month mostly spent in italy with august and myrthe finding a  

rather  good  equilibrium  there  and  also  doing  rather  healthy  beach  related 

activities like playing with them and also going on small excursion during bad 

weather and finding august a bit indisposed till at last traveling alone with 

myrthe to ravenna and establishing some intimate privacy there although getting my 

laptop stolen but not really being affected by it till at last coming home and 

feeling at first happy in my apartment with all the comfort but then experiencing 

a hard emotional period alone feeling hard to endure my distant relationship 

despite trying to be very healthy and disciplined until sweet myrthe came over to 

put my heart at peace and really enjoying each other company"

17046: "clouds recorded at the beginning of the winter while still unemployed in 

stockholm  taking  care  of  august  and  mostly  bringing  him  to  school  and  back 

spending most of time with him and getting probably affected by all the toys we 

play together"

14085: "ideas got first back in sweden at the end of the summer spending some 

time both with august and myrthe to then reach the latter in maastricht and 

spending a nice vacation there biking even to belgium and getting a few ideas from 

the nature there and also war monuments and getting some ideas also from all the 

love shared with myrthe"

14086: "ideas got while back in sweden now spending much time at the university but 

also spending some weeks at myrthe's place in utrecht now getting several 

erotic ideas form our time together but also ideas related to my traveling by 

airplane" 

11090: "trash picked first visiting shortly my parents in italy taking walks 

alone and then going back to sweden and finally again to the netherlands where i 

still manage to pick up trash particularly with the weather getting less rainy and 

me walking long distances to reach a conference event in amsterdam"




